
 

 
 
 
Teckell Ciclotte Chome/Black/Color 
 
Stationary bike 
 

 
 
 
Teckell’s motto "Italian design looks forward" meets Ciclotte®’s "Ride on design"  
in an extraordinary exercise bike, the first-ever made with exquisite, transparent crystal. 
 
 
Teckell's Fitness Collection is the result of a burning desire to experiment and put to the test the Italian tradition of 
manufacturing excellence in order to revolutionize objects that combine technology and design. 
Thus, pure crystal serves as the primary material for exercise equipment, dynamic by definition, in which 
manufacturing perfectionism encounters esthetic minimalism. 
 
 
Teckell’s motto “Italian design looks forward” meets Ciclotte’s “Ride on design” in the realization of an object that’s 
a pure expression of contemporary life. 
The two companies designed the unthinkable: a sturdy, high-tech exercise bike made of glass and sporting a style all 
its own. This transparent bike is truly one-of-a-kind and suitable for any decor. 
Engineered by Luca Schieppati (Ciclotte®) and enriched by Gianfranco Barban (Teckell®), Teckell Ciclotte is a unique 
furnishing accessory that has cruised onto the design scene offering both exceptional performance and a high 
aesthetic value. 
 
 
Teckell Ciclotte is a sculpture that does not exclude function. 



 

The transparent crystal blends harmoniously with the structural elements made of high-tech materials and 
sophisticated mechanisms.  
Designed by artisans yet loaded with high-tech elements, Teckell Ciclotte, the crystal exercise bike offers a stylish ride 
with a distinct personality. 
 
 
Pure expression of contemporary life. 
This streamlined design object is also, for all intents and purposes, an exercise bike that provides an intense training 
experience, guaranteeing optimum performance thanks to the sophisticated mechanics and ergonomics. 
 
 
The perfect match for contemporary interiors 
Teckell Ciclotte is available with three different looks, to perfectly fit your personality: 
• Total black 
• Chrome  
• Color (structure’s details paired with Teckell 90°Minuto Matte’s finishings: chalk white / forest green / ocean blue / 
burgundy red) 
 
 
 
The ultimate solution for the interior of private home gym. 
Teckell Ciclotte is the modern exercise bike conceived for the interior design of luxury homes, office interior design 
contractors, hotel gym design and amazing yacht fitness activities. 
 
 
Take a spin on crystal. 
Teckell innovation for Ciclotte: the 30-mm thick crystal disc replaces the bike’s original circular frame for a stunning, 
sleek look. 
 
 
A bike that follows your movements. 
High-performance training is possible thanks to an adjustable magnetic resistance system (12 magnets and the 
flywheel make up the transmission). 
 
 
Cycling and spinning style. 
Racing bike gel seat with trim for use both for cycling and spinning.  
Adjustable in height and grade (pitch: 15mm / total stroke: 21cm) 
Maximum user’s weight: 118Kg 
 
 
Anywhere, with a swipe. 
Teckell Ciclotte is equipped with a kit for mobile devices, composed by a specific electronic built-in board and a special 
holder for tablets and smart-phones. 
The kit allows the bike to be integrated with any type of smart-phone and tablet, offering a wide range of 
entertainment opportunity during the work-out. 
 
 
Captions: 
 
Teckell Ciclotte: the first-ever stationary bicycle made with exquisite crystal. 
 
The stylish made-in-italy stationary bicycle. 
 
Teckell Ciclotte: the first-ever bike made with crystal. 
 



 

The stylish made-in-Italy stationary bicylcle. 
 
A stylish ride with a distinct personality. 
 
 
 
Year: 
2018/2022 
 
Designers: 
Luca Schieppati and Gianfranco Barban 
 
Materials: 
Polished / black varnished steel, crystal, carbon-fiber 
 
Details: 
• A 30-mm crystal disc replaces the bike’s original circular frame for a stunning, sleek look. Frame in steel and laser cut  
multi-layer glass: external layers in tempered glass and internal layer in hardened glass. 
• The flexible, chromed-finished base follows the body’s movements. Mirror polished steel trimmed by powder 
coated accents (see the structure color palette for available finishes). 
• The frame available in polished steel / black or color varnished steel. 
• Racing bike gel seat with trim for use both for cycling and spinning. Adjustable in height and grade: pitch: 15mm, 
total stroke: 21cm 
• A 6cm narrow gap between the pedals helps the rider avoid joint problems. See the color palette for available 
finishes. 
• The flexible, chrome-finished/carbon-fiber base follows the body’s movements. The frame flexes sideways when 
under pressure, just as when cycling on a street. 
• High-performance training is possible thanks to an adjustable magnetic resistance system (12 magnets and the 
flywheel make up the transmission). The flywheel spins at a high speed due to a system that multiples the pedal turns, 
enhancing the magnetic field’s strength. An electronic system regulates resistance. The transmission with gear box 
simulates a racing bike. 
• Handlebar and grip system for an ergonomic, vertical structure. Handlebar in carbon fibre or hand painted 
adjustable in height and grade. 
• Maximum user’s weight: 118Kg 
• This Bluetooth-enabled bike also can be equipped with a sturdy stand (black only) for a smartphone or tablet. Watch 
movies, listen to music or follow simulated trail or road routes via a special Android/iOS-compatible app that also 
tracks speed and distance. Featuring 10 resistance levels fine adjustment. 
• Certifications: EU/US/China. 
• Patented Design: covered by International Ornamental Model.  
• Designed for indoor use. 
 
Size: 
L 111   W 50   H 111cm   86kg 
L 43 ¾   W 19 ½    H 43 ¾ inches   212lbs 
 
 
Website: 
https://www.teckell.com/collections/fitness-collection 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Pictures and Press Kit request by email only: 
jeant@teckell.com 
 
 
 



 

 


